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In the Army..In the Navy..In the Marine Corps..In the Coast Guard
ACTUAL SALES RECORDS IN POST EXCHANGES, SALES COMMISSARIES,
SHIP'S SERVICE STORES, SHIP'S STORES, AND CANTE

SHOW...

Camels are the favorite!
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First on Land and Sea!
Army, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard
...yes, it's Camels with the men in the
service. And with the millions of others
who stand behind them, too. For Camel
is America's favorite.
Join up with that ever-growing army
of Camel fans now. Enjoy the cool,
flavorful taste of Camel's costlier tobac
cos. Enjoy smoking pleasure at its best
—extra mildness with less nicotine in
the smoke (see left).

I he smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

28%
Less Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
cigarettes tested —less than any of them —
according to independent scientific tests
of the smoke itself! The smoke's the thing!

CAMEL
THE
CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

£
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SEND HIM A CARTON OF CAMELS TODAY. For
that chap in O. D. or blue who's waiting to
hear from you, why not send him a carton
or two of Camels today? He'll appreciate
your picking the brand that the men in the
service prefer...Camels. Remember—send
him a carton of Camels today.
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BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average
of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested —
slower than any of them — Camels also give
you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
R. J. Resrnoltlt Tobacco Company. Winston- Salem. North Carolina
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W. Southard, editor
George Hemphill
VOL. IX, NO. 1
Peter Hoffman
LeRoy Leatherman
E. F. McGuire
J. C. Reasner

Robert Weaver, business mgr.
Paul Herrick, advertising mgr.
OCTOBER, 1941
B. F. Roselle
William Lane
Murray Smith
Ralph King

This Issue
LeRoy Leatherman (p. 10) of Alexandria, Louisiana,
is a junior transfer from Vanderbilt, where he studied
under Mr. Donald Davidson. He is a violent young
red-headed man who wears pastel shirts.
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Robie Macauley (p. 8) is not smiling this year. He
is looking for a job in Grand Rapids, and expects to
go into the army or write or get married.
Theodore Miller (p. 11) remarked last week of a
freshman's piano technique: He acts as if he were
officiating at a seduction.
James Logan (p. 14) appears for the first time here.
He is a basketball player and president of the Delta
Tau Delta fraternity. Mr. Logan is majoring in
philosophy.
Robert Weaver (p. 15) is business manager of HIKA,
editor of the Reveille, center for the football team,
seven other things, and sick.

Edward McGehee (p. 6) of Montgomery, Alabama,
is in the graduate school at Vanderbilt. Mr. Leatherman says Mr. McGehee is The Traditional Southern
Gentleman,
Mr. McGehee composes stream-of-consciousness songs.
The Old George (p. 3) does not smile at the Dean.
E. F. McGuire (p. 12) smiles indiscriminately. Mr.
McGuire is a journalist.

A friend of HIKA's in Mount Vernon is offering $25 for the best story printed in
HIKA this year about Kenyon or the Kenyon locale. Stories should be at least 2000*
words. Judges will be chosen by the donor. Details next issue.
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ALL OF OUR USED CARS
ARE PRICED LOW FOR
IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

Buy

.•I*.

WE SPECIALIZE IN EXPERT REPAIR WORK
TOWING AND WRECKING SERVICE

POND CHEVROLET CO
122 W. HIGH ST.

OCTOBER,
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MT. VERNON, OHIO

PHONE 222
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Siena as from Rapallo via Marsala 12/5
14 Luglio
HIKA/ herewith copy of letter sent to Dr. Williams of
yrs E. Pound
Rutherford.
Dear Bull
What no one seems to remember is the DAMage
done England during the Napoleonic wars by simply
being cut off from ALL contemporary thought/ same
goes for the U. S. novo/ I note it in Hika and other
magazines. Not only gross ignorance of Irish thought
on the Axis side of the line/which side manifestly in
creases almost hourly/ BUT gross ignorance of Irish
thought/ and of English thought of the past 40 years.
They have heard of Douglas because I TOLD 'em 23
years ago or 21 years or 20 or whenever / BUT they
are bone ignorant of 20 years English thought on
guilds that preceded it. Same for distributism, so far
as any of the mag/ I have seen. Take Blacam's
Sinn Fein, pub/ 1921/ a whole phase of thought IGnored/ whole masses of geo-political thought ignored/
the Acad of Soc/ and Pol/ is ham IGnorant. / even
Bolchevism was not discussed/ basic fact that NO one
was really communist/ not in Europe or the U. S./
but the capitalists did not open their papers to serious
analysis of communism/ The whole Occident wants
homesteads/ or an equivalent/ plus defence of pur
chasing power of labour/ espec/ agricultural. What
is sense of Hika giving only one side ? / The opposition
that you indicate is TIME LAG/ or at least you better
figure out how far there is ANY real opposition and
how far it is Time lag and NOWT BUT time lag.
Communism/ and various other manifestations mere
atavism to nomad mentality, oh hell/NO real knowl
edge of Frobenius or anything else in the U.S.A.
y.
EZRA POUND

t
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George Hemphill

Remarks On Music
There is no way I know of to talk about the
beauty or excellence of a melody in isolation: a
"pure" melody could be only imagined and not
played. If Mozart could communicate to us in
some nontonal way the idea of the first theme in
his Quartet for Oboe and Strings (K. 370), for
example, our criticism of it would have to be
either in absolute or in affective terms. We might
say "It is a good melody," or perhaps "It makes
me think of crystal chandeliers and when I was in
love." Contributing to its "goodness" may be its
lasting nature. It seems a little bit mystical one
melody should outlast another. I know the Mo
zart melody mentioned will stand more repetitions
than "I Don't Want to Set the World on Fire"; to
say that is a little less than arbitrary, but I would
surely be dogmatic if I said I preferred it some
how to the fournote opening theme of Beeth
oven's Victory Symphony. The way I would go
about to show my preference would be to forget
all about the two melodies themselves, unless I
mustered faith in a science which would claim to
give the measure of melodic excellence, and in
stead I would use the affective terms Mr Macauley
reproved in his"The Literature of Music,"in H'tka
for last June. I would say, with some heat, that
Beethoven's music was pretentious, or perhaps
evil, while Mozart was sweet, charming, a genius.
There is a definite point where "the literature of
music" begins.
Actually music is something more
dic idea. As soon as the idea of a
melody forms itself in the composer's head it leaves the ideal
world to become ordered. As
Santayana said, melody is not
wholly different from chord in principle, because melody is "a chord
rendered piecemeal"; and harmony
is one of the orderings of tone
composers are allowed. The rest of
OCTOBER, 1941
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their craft, including tricks of melodic progression,
rhythm, counterpoint, and instrumentation, can be
learned in school. To say that the body of music
consists of these devices is not to mechanize music,
or minimize "genius." Musical devices can be
taught, but naturally they are less than music, and
defining the laws of harmony will not define
Mozart.
Similarly as poetry requires a traditional dic
tion, or, that is, conventional rules of metric, music
requires a certain adherence to the formal conven
tions of music as they developed regularly up to
the 19thcentury and haphazardly thereafter. In
this sense the music of Schoenberg does not differ
in kind or in tradition from that of Haydn. But
it is not correct to say Schoenberg is a "develop
ment" from Haydn; a little less incorrect is the
more common argument that a modern composer
"expresses" his chaotic world with atonal music,
while Haydn "expressed perfectly the 18thcentury"; because by some modern composers' own
testimony a great deal of the chaos of their music
is intentional: they subscribe to "the fallacy of
imitative form." The difference, further, between
traditional and modem music, is hardly to be ac
counted for in the way modernist poetry is ex
plained in terms of traditional poetry. I do not
believe atonal music is to be accounted for wholly
on grounds of much texture for corresponding
structure. Prokofieff is capable of very highly
organized structures. Modern music in general
has plenty of structure; a richness of structural in
strumentation and a profusion of melody, how
ever, has simply been in vogue more recently than
have been the structural devices of counterpoint
and development.
Study of the structure of music will be fruitful,
is is clear, for both traditional and modern music;
but a more important critical problem is: how will
it discriminate between composers one suspects
3

are not equally fine, say Mozart and Tshaikoffski ?
Both had certain remarkable gifts for organizing
musical structures. Is it to be found in their scores
that one was a "great" composer, the other "less" ?
One would have to leave that question to the
textual critics.
From the intention of music we can distin
guish rather sharply between "absolute," and
"program" or "impressionist" music. The im
pressionist composers sometimes call themselves
tonepoets. It may be that they are working the
wrong medium, or perhaps they are only exploit
ing the sound-world for its literary value, I do not
know which. But I think it is accurate enough to
say that tonepoets like ordinary poets dramatize
the real world, and that the tonepoets are handi
capped by their medium. Absolute music, on the
other hand, has no direct interest in the natural
world, but rather it is abstract. Schopenhauer
wrote:
Music is as direct an objectification and copy of the
whole will as the world itself, nay, even as the Ideas,
whose multiplied manifestation constitutes the
world of individual things. Music is thus by no
means like the other arts, the copy of the Ideas, but
the copy of the will itself, whose objectivity the
Ideas are. That is why the effect of music is so
much more powerful and penetrating than that of
the other arts, for they speak only of shadows, but
it speaks of the thing itself. Since, however, it is
the same will which objectifies itself both in the
Ideas and in music, though in quite different ways,
there must be, not indeed a direct likeness, but yet
a parallel, an analogy, between music and the Ideas
whose manifestation in multiplicity and incomplete
ness is the visible world.
Needless to say, music in this context cannot in
clude program music, which, in Schopenhauer's
terms is a copy of the Ideas and thereby only an
imitation of the natural world. Musicians have so
many devices at their disposal they are sometimes
infatuated by them until they imagine tones can
somehow acquire all the "dimensions of dis
course"* that words possess. It can, but not
without some violations to its nature.
Tone-as-idea carries on a logical discourse in
somewhat the same way mathematical symbols do:
•Charles W. Morris: "Science, Art and Technology";
Kenyon Review, I, 4, 409-423.
4

the logical discourse of music is the idea of
melody I mentioned earlier. There is evidence,
under peculiar circumstances, that music has also
carried on a poetic discourse: this evidence is Mr
Macauley's "literature of music," that body of
"emotional prose poems" which has always passed
for musical criticism. Or in operatic music and
the ballet, where the music and the stage action
must be organic, the musical notes, which are al
ready a kind of icon, have further iconic props on
the stage, and the musician is in danger of com
mitting adultery with the librettist or the choreo
grapher. Composers of all choral music run this
risk. But the discourse of music mates very well
with the "semantical discourse" of poetry and
drama: we have Bach's chorales and Mozart's
operas as sufficient witness.
A written score of absolute music is a "syn
tactical discourse"; it is carried out with pure
symbols. The symbols are abstract, and they have
no distinction. But when the music is heard by
the ear it attains to something like the status
poetry has on the page: the notes gain "texture."*
In the quartet I mentioned previously the oboe
supplies a great deal of structure but none of it
is pure structure. An oboe especially in its low
register produces a sound which excites the hearer
in a way that has no connection with the structure
it is rendering at the same time. Music acquires
its texture in performance. A great composer like
Mozart anticipates the performance: he knows
what can be done with an oboe. "Indeterminate
sound-structure" (I S)f is rendered by the per
former; the same can be said of "indeterminate
meaning," or I M. And I M plays an important
role in poetry; therein the poetic icon flourishes
most. Quite differently in music, I M can be in
troduced only by the performer, because the ordin
ary composer himself has few metaphorical de
vices at his command. The texture of Debussy's
music may be metaphorical to a considerable ex* I hesitate to say the played notes become icons for fear
of confusion with verbal icons. But in the sense that
an audible note "accents in a distinctive way the sign
structure itself" (Morris, ibid) it is obviously part of
a semantical discourse.
f John Crowe Ransom: "The New Criticism," Part IV.
HIKA for

tent: that was his genius and his disposition, and
that he wrote literary music is only partly regret
table, in the connexion that what little absolute
music he did write was of some distinction.
It is clear that I M and I S will be introduced
detrimentally by a performer inept philosophically
or technically. Beyond a certain point even Moz
art has no control over the I M some musicians
will credit him with. Music critics will praise or
dispraise the "feeling" of a performance. They
say that Heifetz performed with exquisite feeling,
or perhaps that he made a fool of himself with his
abominably expressed feeling. If the rehearsals
didn't go well it is of course the structure that is
violated; but "feeling" is an imperfect word for
texture. To speak of feeling is illusive; it is an
affective term, it involves the emotions, it leaves
the music. I M can be discussed only when the
ontological nature of music is understood.
The oboe I remarked as having exciting, or
textural characteristics. It should be noted that I S
includes just as readily as the artistry of Leon
Goossens (or Jack Teagarden) the perfect sinewave plainness of a sound produced from a tun
ing fork. It is not a question of importance, nor is
it possible to determine objectively the extent to
which different instruments contribute texture out
side of structure. It is likely the traditional use of
strings to carry the melodic burden has something
to do with what seems to be their structural effici
ency, but here cause and effect may well be re
versed without violence: just as soundly it seems
that musicians would start using violins for struc
ture if the violins naturally contributed a suitable
amount of "local excitement." A listener familiar
with Western music receives little but I S when he
hears Oriental music for the first time.
The defects of the best "romantic" music from
parts of Beethoven to Sibelius are of a technical
nature like the fault of program music. The ro
mantic Beethoven of the Sixth and Ninth Sym
phonies, Schumann and Mendelssohn to some ex
tent, Tshaikoffski ad nauseam, and Shostakovitsh
if we are to believe what he himself says is the
purpose of his music (the glorification of the
USSR) all are guilty of misusing the language
OCTOBER, 1941

they have most facility in, by exploiting its (con
siderable) pragmatical efficiency. Music, with its
wellknown emotional power, in the hands of an
unfortunate genius like Tshaikoffski is nothing
less than "technological discourse": it "empha
sizes the efficiency of the signs in the practice of
the users" (Morris, ibid). Tshaikoffski writes
music that says "you ought"—to feel sorry for him
or for Russia, or the like. Shostakovitsh more di
rectly "induces a mode of action": the integration
of the USSR proletariat.
Excluding perversions of music—music for the
sake of literature, painting, drama, or society—
there is remaining a considerable body of music
composed for its own sake. Any emotion it
arouses it arouses incidentally: in the 18thcentury
musical tradition there is sufficient emotion accom
panying the hearing of Schopenhauer's will ob
jectified; the affective props supplied by critics and
bad performers are unnecessary. Considering the
richness of possibility in musical structures it is a
little foolish to suppose musical power to be of an
affective rather than of a cognitive nature, much
as it is foolish to ascribe primarily affective power
to poetry. The great affective language is smell,
in which no art or organization is possible. But
music little less than poetry is a way of knowing
about the world; not, indeed, about the world in
its fulness as it is rendered in poetry, but more
penetratingly. Music is a way of knowing "will"
and contingency.

A
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The Throng of Heroes
At first the Jesus sailed quite pompously
With casts of rotten anchors
To follow each tide with sudden declines
Where fevers struck
The shuddered houses on noontime waves,
And the ship caught fast with chains —
Your son, the man with twisted hang-nails,
The deliverer —
For the slave hearts.

We able to understand the wind
A single stranger crossing the fields;
The martin arrives each year
Sweeps into the gourds
For gourds cover the sky
From the planets to the earth
Making rotations to knock across the sky,
Flies south the same lunar day
And leaves the pathway clear
For the shadows to cross the lakes.

We raped the dead without mercy
Flouted our naked sweat
Before the eyes, cut from the innocent
What mind of a slave could stand . . . ?
While the Jesus sailed calmly
Past the Azores into the thicker Caribbean
With the blood of every martyr
Dried and washed from the deck;
I be a martyr? When I cannot know
What the minds of the whip-fellows produce.

Throats weaken in stifled rooms;
Makes the shadows grow taller,
For slabs of marble are thin
And able to crack while you
Draw the martin from the sky
Washed by the cedar-rain
Crashing, beats its wings — falls
Motionless between the splintered slabs.

A Jesus of mercy should prepare the way
With longing that haunts the dissembled
bowels
Echoing from hold to mast each trip,
Even when the Jesus cast its anchors —
Your son's legs turned
Into twisted seprent fangs —
The Jesus sailed with its lost loads
Until the bottom rotted out.

n

You, green god, stand there
Unperturbed on the amber stand,
Able to laugh unseen, unknowingly
Down your bearded, half-drawn lips,
Crying to tired voices grown silent
Against the wails of death-softened children
Who fled to see the dark-moon rise.

m

Between the forest groves
Fresh on every Vermont hill
While the earth trembles through
Each foot-step taken and cast down
To push the trees into their logging places
Past the water holes, mosquito nets,
6

IV
Our houses are buried beneath the pine growth
trees
Floors caved, water softened lichen
Under bridge lights, changing currents,
Thrown into the back-wash
Under herons' wings —
Our men were fighting men;
They fought for all they owned
With rough bodies, hands in loam,
Feet that twitched the briar sticks
Curdled mouths that sucked the ripened plums,
Caressed the golden chariot wheel,
Wheel of new fire that circled the sky.
The snake strikes Adam's abdomen
Poisons the ground, withered leaves
That shake the feather's tip
Untouched, uncurled —
Men whose bodies lie
Beneath the muddy toe,
Hair that runs into the current-wires
To read a Jonah on a darkened morning.

Edward
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Two Poems

The House with the Boarded
Windows
Slowly the black cat climbs into the shadows
That lie close with each ebon bloom —
Strong petals that fell into the glacier strikes
And destroyed by the darkness of the hills;
But the dial, while the cat's paw climbs the
limb,
Circles into each orbit as quietness
Stifles wisdom, and fresh shadows digest
themselves;
Still limbs grow, held in children's hands,
To break the blooms at the rising time:
Yes, it was our friend
With Saint Vitus' dance
(But for her there were no
Bohemian kings crested in marble)
Who talked endlessly to the cat
And perched sparrows on her nails
For a case of woman's mockery and delight.
Yet she knew the spell had gone
How the nights would be: with torment
And candle-faces reflected in old tallow
That burned and ate its way again
Around the globe, the girdle, and the body
formations,
To check the shadow's plunge
And the cat's lingering homicidal spell.

McGehee
OCTOBER, 1941

There Is A Season
It is doubtful which shall make the most sound,
The unicorn's horn blown from a distance
Or a new guitar plucked on what is termed
A New Year's eve, close to the hour of the bells.
The bells sound in ordered requiem
Because the dulcimer, the mandolin with its
plectrum
Are no longer heard across the spotless night;
The guitar now rests in the waylaid wander
er's lap.
He had been told, not once but more than thrice,
That time was what he would make of it;
His mother was the one who had played the
dulcimer.
No, she would not want to hear the empty
sound
That would echo from his distorted lap.
For once the truth lies quite clear in the
night —
There is no shout from the balcony
"Traitor . . . betrayed. What has happened to
the cotton fields?"
Or from the tiers, "Accused, an infamous one
in our midst."
It is an old story; the repetition
Of the old buried, the young grown wrinkled,
Need not be recorded for a doubtful posterity
Any more than the sounds from an unplucked
guitar
Fused with the blasts from a unicorn's horn.
7

Robie Macauley

A Capital Ship
The boat stood still at the dock and the cap
tain sat still in his leather-padded swivel chair
there and watched the nigger sell tickets to a small
queue of people. There were not many. He re
membered when there had been many. They had
waited patiently for two trips and then paid a
quarter. Now they paid a dime and there were
not fifteen of them.
He picked at the button on his uniform in dis
gust. He saw that it was the airplane that was
doing it, the god-damned thing. People were
fools enough to go up in the air when they could
ride on the steamboat for just one dime, practically
free.
Captain Gainey had worked for the park and
the Street Railway Company that owned it for
twenty-one years. Once he had been a trolleyconductor, but he had worked up to being a sea
man, and at last, Captain, on the SS Joyride.
He straightened up and walked in the sun to
ward the boat. His shadow reflected a short man
who moved forward in a rocking way, as if the
bottoms of his feet were curved. His blue coat
was a little wrinkled, but he shined the buttons
every morning and the white band on his blue
officer's cap was snowy.
This was his best position. Here at the gang
plank he stood, seriously looking at the passen
gers' blue cardboard tickets while the nigger un
wound the two ropes that held the Joyride to the
wharf.
The passengers, two Italian couples with ba
bies, a negro boy, some young men and women in
couples, wearing saddle shoes, and a bald man in
a black shirt with a little boy asleep in his arms,
walked up the gangplank.
"O. K., Cap," the nigger said, and went on
board to start the steamboat s gasoline engine.
The captain stood on the wharf with his two
feet wide apart, looking at the boat with a critical
8

last look. The bright golden letters "SS Joyride."
The lower deck filled with folding chairs. The
white sides and the blue-painted railings. The
peanut machine, the engine house. The flat up
per deck with the band of four pieces, four negro
boys putting down ham sandwiches to begin Oh
Susannah! The Italian families gathering chairs
around tables and beginning to unpack smelly
lunches. They did not take it seriously enough.
He frowned.
Then he went aboard the ship, and the nig
ger, who had already started the gas-engine to
throb, pulled in the gangway.
The Captain went into his small cabin just
behind the engine-room. He looked around at it.
It was neat. The wide portholes stood open. His
bed at the end was tidily made by the nigger. On
his table lay the log he kept in careful handwrit
ing. Behind it was the row of well-dusted books,
ten of them, a "nautical library" he had said. They
began with Two Years Before the Mast, Bowditch's Navigator, and ended with Moby-Dick.
He had read them with professional interest. He
stepped by the small cabinet and ascended his own
private ladder that stretched, in one corner of his
room, to the upper deck.
He walked up carefully.
When he reached the top, he stood by the rail
and saw that everything was set. He turned back.
In front of him was the wooden wheel. In the
partition beyond that was an oblong pane of glass,
his outlook on the course. Above it was the fireaxe and his rifle, which he kept for emergencies.
He pulled the bell-rope in the wall and heard
two small rings from below. Full steam ahead.
The motor hastened, they turned slowly out from
the dock toward the lake and now he was happy.
He blew the steam-whistle with four sharp jerks
on the pull-rope.
"A good craft. A good craft," he said under
EIKA for

his breath, turning the wheel, steadying her out
into the bright green lake.
It was a good afternoon, too, for a sail. The
light clouds scattered across the sky, the sun, and
the good breeze. He settled on his heels into a
joyful repose, the boat riding slowly on the round
lake.
"I like this voyage," he said aloud as they
passed by Beachside, the resort of the rich people,
on the further side. A canoe was passing along
side and a boy and a girl in bathing suits were on
die diving raft. They waved and he waved.
The boat went past the well-known gardens of
Mr. Camden, who was a rich cement-manufactur
er. There were ladies in white dresses walking
on his garden-paths. They passed by the yachtclub dance hall and the docks where there were
a dozen small yachts and speedboats and a few
sailboats with broad white sails and polished
bodies.
They went past the reedy shore and up the
canal, which was the place he liked best. Before
he entered, he blew the hoarse whistle twice and
saw the snowy steam drift to the stern. Trees met
over the water and made the place something like
a tunnel. Along the banks, boys and girls rode
bicycles on gravelled paths.
The sun spotted and stippled the water on the
path in front of him. He steered accurately be
tween the banks and he heard the band on the
flat deck behind him begin to play Down by the
Old Mill Stream.
In a smooth drift they progressed down the
curving course, past white cottages, gardens, and
the half-timbered riding stables, back to the green
lake and the sun.
Far across it was the park ground; the dock,
the green banks, the coast-guard armory and firehouse, with its small cannon, the road with the
stone wall along it, and above that the green hill
filled with tables and large umbrellas, at last
capped by the theatre and its low, conical roof.
Behind that stood up the high, irregular slopes
of the Jack-Rabbit, a big green scaffolding made
of numberless ribs and crossbars and struts. Around the hill was the plain, full of booths and
concessions, banners, balloons, and small figures
of moving people. Behind that was the picnic
OCTOBER,
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ground. Nearer him was the curve of the high
board fence to the baseball field. Over the wood
en gate, which was composed of a broad flight of
steps and two wooden towers on either side of
the entrance, floated the American flag, and below
that, the league flag, showing there was a game
there today.
It was getting late, the sun was just above the
tip of the Jack-Rabbit's long drop.
They headed into the clear water. The music
had stopped. He looked back. A contented Ital
ian man and woman were sitting asleep on the
bench in the middle of the deck. Two little girls
played by the rail. At the extreme stern there was
a young man all alone. The Captain turned back
to the wheel and began to whistle.
Then he noticed the airplane hovering over
head. It was turning high over the lake and head
ing toward him. It came straight, getting closer
and closer. He wrapped his hands tightly around
the wheel and looked ahead. The noise was right
over the canvas that shielded him from the sun
when he saw the shadow of it pass off the boat
and the double-winged monster roar away. His
face became red and his eyes watery. He cursed
it.
Then he turned to steering again. But far away
in the back of his head he could hear the buzz.
He pointed straight to the dock, hoping the thing
would stay away, but it came back. As it beat
over his head this time, his face was ruddy and
he tore off his cap.
But he saw it circle. It would come back. A
blight and a ruin. He reached for the gun, with
his eyes wide open watching the black thing
headed straight to crash him. When it was right in
his eyes at last, broadside on to the boat, against
the sun, in despair he threw up the gun and sud
denly pulled the trigger. It went on over him very
close, unnoticing. He threw down the gun.
Then he looked at his captain's hat on the
deck, and he had stepped on it in the excitement.
He saw the gun and remembered the Street Rail
way Company's rules for employees.
Carefully he climbed down the ladder to his
cabin to sit on the bed. He remembered that it
was not necessary to steer the boat. The nigger
did that with a wheel in the engine room anyway.
9

LeRoy Leatherman

The Night That Paddy Murphy Died
It was an ordinary day. The little park in
front of the convent was as quiet as it had been
the week before, deserted, except for one nun who
was standing under a small tree near the gate,
standing at attention, her headgear spread back
from her face like a crane's wings, dried up by
the sun. Behind her, at the edge of the small
tree's shadow, a tall pine moved fitfully with re
flected light but the other trees stood motionless,
heat-weighted. The painter was still at work be
low the third-floor windows, still making the
building whiter. The sun aimed full at him and
flattened him into his shadow against the wall,
and made the intenser white above him seem to
move like the pine tree. The shrine to the Virgin
was as desolate. It stood in the center of the
shell driveway, facing down it to the road, made
natural in the drive by a circular verbena bed. The
shell dust had settled on it so thickly that the Vir
gin seemed to be made of chalk and the verbena
plants were fossil-like beneath her feet. But the
dust didn't seem to have settled any thicker. This
day could have been in last week. Everything was
the same.
As the car went slowly past the shrine, Mrs.
Edgars bent forward over the steering wheel and
looked up again at the painter. Then she turned
off the motor. The fine shell dust came up past
the windows and sprayed onto her black dress,
where it rested, sparkling. She moved her shoul
der, caused the dust to lose the sun, then catch it
again, then she brushed it off. She looked her
daughter over carefully, saw that her hair was
set properly and not the way she liked to set it
herself, considered buttoning the top button on
her blouse and decided not to because she didn't
want to scold her again here, saw to it that her
belt wasn't folded under in front the way it usual
ly was when she had been sitting down for very
long at a time, then she smiled at her, realized
that smiling was useless now, and, hurriedly,
opened the car door.
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She was walking along the drive toward the
convent building when she saw that Margaret was
laughing. Her lips were stuck tight together but
she was laughing. Mrs. Edgars thought back over
the things she had done in the car . . . cut off the
motor but she wouldn't be laughing at that . . .
dirty face . . . but she had looked in the mirror
. . . nothing wrong with her clothes . . . nothing
. . . but Margaret was laughing hysterically, the
way she laughed in church that day ... in
church? She closed her eyes, tucked her lip in
under her teeth and bit hard. Then, while she
listened to the slight, receding rasp of Margaret's
heels on the shells, she eased down and pulled
up her stockings.
Margaret sat down on the steps, dug the open
toe of her shoe into the dust, kicked it up and
sent the dust flying, pursed her lips, whistled once,
snapped the fingers of her right hand, got her
handkerchief out of her blouse pocket and blew
hard, obscenely, just as Mrs. Edgars went past her
up the steps. Mrs. Edgars stepped onto the porch,
noticed that the floor had been recently painted
and that a dog had been walking on it, looked at
the pawprint and just as she recognized it as the
figure in the wallpaper on her bedroom wall, there
was a blatant metallic-crash. Her head jerked
around instinctively, as if the sound had suddenly
possessed her will, and before the first metalliccrashing gave way to lesser ones, she realized that
this day couldn't have been in last week, and as
the painter's can went hopping, crashing foolish
ly down the paved walk, before it landed in the
verbena bed, she felt that something had been
different all along, and when the can had settled
itself at the foot of the Virgin, the day had be
come extraordinary.
She pulled the bell rope and the bell had a
different sound. Margaret walked up behind her
and, without looking around she could tell that
she was fidgeting with her belt, twisting it. There
(Continued on page 21)
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GAY BALLET
Since your weeping and the passage of your tears,
The mirrors of pirouettes withdrawing from your
eyes
To solve the elements implicating us in paradise;
The breathless turn in the air and the pivot
Toward the park point to the personal lark.
It was I, caught in the fountain
And the horrid pool, who turned to air
To fly, dreaming of the cautious streams;
For the vital waltz and romance
Rock me sickeningly back to the dance.
The path in the forest, deceived by adhesion
To the brook and the softness of the erring foot,
Fell to the lap of the house and ballerinas
Lost in lawn and lace; and the curves
In their nervous dance shook my face.
The new Salut d'Amour, framed classically,
The strict closure of your arms and their obsession
Are lost in the courtly pattern;
For the vital waltz and romance
Press me on to the dance.

Theodore Miller
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E. F. McGuire

The Guy on the Ferry
From the top of the hill he could see the long
narrow street descend into the mist, turn sharply
to the right, then pass out of sight between the
low buildings. He could see the lights of the
street shining bleakly through the low mist across
the canal, then they turned to the left and again
disappeared out of sight. Far to his right a dim
moon showed long piers reaching northward into
a great lake. Farther out into the water, the
lights of a freighter twinkled brightly through the
fog. He turned again to the street and began to
walk down it. The lights passing through the
clear glass globes of the old-fashioned street
lights luminated the ascending mist, and large
blurbs of light splashed on the sidewalk. The
smaller unshaded bulbs of the house and building
fronts added to the desertion and lonesomeness
of the alley, while one or two second-story win
dows threw their shafts into squares of light on
the cobbled street. There were few noises — the
long blast of the freighter's whistle, a fog horn
far across the bay, the ringing of streetcar bells
somewhere to the left. A mongrel ran out from
between two buildings, barked and snapped at his
legs, went whining away when he missed it with
his foot. Reaching the bottom of the hill, he
passed the smashed windows of a deserted ware
house, shuffled aimlessly around the corner and
stopped. He tapped his shoe against a fire hyd
rant on the comer, then moved, not impatiently
but perhaps, restlessly to the long brick wall of
the warehouse and leaned against it.
Taking a worn cigarette butt from the pocket
of his much - patched
coat, he lit it, sending
a great cloud of smoke
and breath streetward.
Finally, with the smoke
swirling quietly by his
head, he moved slowly,
uncertainly, pulling his
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shapeless hat lower over his forehead, and his
coat collar up around his neck. The warehouse
changed into a series of wooden buildings whose
fronts faced the sidewalk blankly. Now a store
with signs in Jewish and Russian characters and
several over-full garbage cans passed. The large
glass windows of a tavern showed a light in the
rear silhouetting three men hunched over the bar.
He passed on slowly.
Suddenly, out of an unlit doorway came a thin
voice. "Hello." A woman slid out of the darkness and leaned against the doorframe. The smell
of the perfume was strong. Her face was powd
ered to a pasty white and her lips were smeared
carelessly with lipstick. Thin, painted eyebrows
arched fantastically over her half-closed eyes. Her
dress was cut to the waist in front, black, smooth,
sleek. She crossed her bare legs at her ankles. He
looked at her, made a slight ridiculing noise
through his nose, then in passing looked at her
again. Her eyes were bloodshot, and her mouth
sagged in the corners, obscuring a now passed
beauty. He moved on down the alley toward the
narrow bridge. Leaning against its side, he look
ed into the black water below, where the lights
along the narrow canal were reflected. He thought
that if he could take a picture of it it would look
all right even up-side-down. The whiteness of
the woman's face and neck stood out in the darkness down the street. That was all of her he
could see. He turned and walked to her, while
his shoes squished on the broken sidewalk at every
step. He stood before her. The scent was over
powering.
"Don't ya want ta get in out from the rain?"!

•™i
back from the side of her face.
"Yeah, the rain," he answered, slipping into
the darkness.
She moved by him down the long unlit cor
ridor, then up a long flight of narrow stairs. At
HIKA for

the top she opened a door into her room. It was
lit by a single unshaded bulb over the washstand
and was barely furnished. No rug, a small cot, a
couch, chair, chest of drawers, dressing table with
a feather monkey hanging from the mirror, the
washstand in the comer and a pair of faded chintz
curtains. Walking to the couch, she threw her
self on it, and with both hands pushed her hair
away from her ears. When he sat down in the
straight wooden chair facing her, she looked at
him cjuestioningly.
"Why did you ask me to come up here?"
"I don't know. God knows I didn't want ya,"
thickly.
"Shall I leave?"
"I don't give a damn," stretching like a cat,
suddenly relaxing. He remained seated.
Neither spoke for three or four minutes. She
stared off into the corner of the room. In the un
flattering light he looked through the makeup.
She could have been pretty. Suppose some rich
bastard got hold of her, maybe he could make her
into something. Certainly he couldn't.
She began to sob, at first silently, then turning
her head into the pillow cried audibly. He knelt
beside her, stroking back her hair. The perfume
was overbearing. His stomach felt empty. She
looked up at him, her powder badly streaked.
"Thanks a lot," emotionlessly. She sat up and
wiped her eyes.
"O. K., but don't do that again."
"O.K. Let's pretend it didn't happen. Like if
I'd never done nothin'."
"Why did you?"
"Oh, Christ, Why not? I haven't been able
to for a long time. God knows I could — I mean
I always got things to bawl about. I just ain't got
the time. I gotta live and eat, and don't ask why.
I just gotta. Why shouldn't I. I'm bettern half
the sluts that hang aroun' here. I guess ya might
say I got somethin' to live for. Yeah, maybe ya
could too. You got anythin'? Did you ever ride
on the ferry? I do now lotsa times. Sometimes in
the day even, just for the fun of it. I see all the
sunlight an' everythin'. Well, "watching him ex
pectantly," what the hell did ya come up here for,
to sit and stare at me? I ain't the first one ya ever
saw, am I?"
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"No, I guess not . . .
"Ya know, I think you remind me of some
body. He was crossin' the river on the ferry, when
I met him." She took a pillow and held it on her
stomach with her arms. "He was alone, an' so
was I. Both of us was goin' to the 'musement
park, so we hooked up together, spent the day, an'
come back on the midnight boat. Christ, he was
beautiful, more beautiful than anyone I ever seen.
They was all swell in them days though." She
smiled. "I had money, an' a job, and they had
money, could take a girl places, do things, show
'em things. Then he took me home where I lived.
He come up for awhile, we talked. God only
knows about what, and then when he left, he
kissed me goodnight. Not hard, he wasn't that
kind, but not light neither. Oh, God an' all
wrapped up in his arms. He called me on the
phone a couple a times after that, but I never seen
him again. Some day I will, maybe. I see a lot a
men these days. I suppose he's makin' a lot a mon
ey though, maybe I won't never see him. I don't
see that kind much any more. You tonight standin'
up near the light by the warehouse. I thought sure
you was him. An' your eyes when ya come back
from the bridge. I almost called ya by name. I
don't remember except for his eyes an' his suit. I
lost the pitchur he got that day. But God we had
fun, me prittier then, him proud as hell 'cause I
was standin' by him. Well, if he wants me I guess
he kin find me."
She fingered the buckle at her waist silently.
He looked at his hands, rubbed the cigarette
stain on his forefinger and thumb, clenched his
fists to keep his hands from shaking. He shifted
his feet restlessly.
"I guess maybe you ought to find him some
day. He must still be around."
"Yeah," a hardness coming into her eyes. He
stood up.
"I . . .1 guess I got to go."

"Ya what?"

WL

"I guess maybe . . . ."
Jr
"What the hell did ya come up
here for?" jumping to her feet.
"I don't know. Maybe I
thought you reminded me of some
(Continued on page 27)
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James Logan

In What Furnace Was My Brain
The man placed three pails of water which he
had drawn from the rusty pump at the kitchen
sink on the fire. He walked outside and soon
came back in carrying an armful of wood. This he
dumped on the floor beside the stove. He walked
into the front room, and out through the front
door. There he stood, in the middle of the lane
leading from the road to the house. Soon an old
battered car came bumping up the rutty lane. A
man with a bag in his hand got out.
"Hi, Bart."
"Hi, Doc. Sure am glad you got here. It's
damn near time."
"Seems to me you could take care of it yourself
by now."
"The old woman wouldn't let me, Doc. I
reckon she'd die if you couldn't be here. She's
up in the same room. Think I'll do the milking."
A half hour later Bart had finished. He came
into the house and set down a pail of milk. Doc
came in drying his hands on a towel.
"Well, it's a boy. Want to see the little bastard?"
"Sure."
Bart trudged through the room and up the
stairs. He opened the door.
"How do you feel, Elsie?"
"Here's the baby."
"Looks like all the rest. Ain't so pretty
though."
"Let's call him Harold. Ought to please Mr.
Mendenhall. You tell him when he brings the
mail."
The sun cast a shadow over the house on the
hill. The frogs in the valley's creek had started
to croak. A young child was bent over a book
staring at the pages, occasionally laughing. A
big-boned youth came out of the house, bent over
the child, and snatched the book away. The child
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began to cry. An elderly woman shuffled out
of the house. Her face was drawn and wrinkled.
"Stop your fighting, boys."
The child became quiet. The youth whim
pered about the book.
"Let Harold look at it," said the woman. "He
won't hurt it."
The child went on looking at the book. He
traced the letters with his fingers. Then he began
to form letters in the dirt. His mother looked on.
BISSRIN.
"Cow," said the child.
His mother glowed, "That's right, son. He's
smart," she said to the youth.
"A cow is a four legged mammal which gives
us milk," the child burst out.
"The woman started, then smiled.
"We've got a smart young'un," was Elsie's
remark to Bart that night.
"Ain't I been telling everybody that very
thing. He can read books and he ain't even turned
four yet. He'll be something someday. That's
what I been telling 'em all in town. I don't know
how we'uns got such a smart kid."
Harold started to school just before his fifth
birthday. The school was a one-room frame
building situated at the side of the dusty gravel
road leading to the town. Outside was a well with
a rusty tin dipper hanging on a wire hook. In
side the building were four rows of desks, a larger
desk alone on a raised platform, and a blackboard
at the front behind the desk.
Harold walked in on the first day looking
neither to right or left. He sat down in a seat be
side his brother Nat, and started to read from a
book he carried under his arm.
Mr. Cline, the teacher, came into the room a
moment later and the noise in the room subsided.
(Continued on page 19)
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Bob Weaver

The Furry Worm
It was a big long trip and he was scared. Not
really scared. Just a little. Bobby Pit-w-aka he
said. P-i-t-l-a-k-a, he spelled it out. He was sure
he couldn't remember his name if he got past the
next block or even the other side of the streetcar
tracks. Then he'd be lost and nobody would take
him home because he wouldn't know his name.
His mother said so. He was almost to the nur
sery school now. He was glad. He wasn't really
scared but he didn't go alone very often and he
did have a hard name to remember and even when
he did remember people always said what, so his
mother taught him how to spell it. That was
harder to remember and he was happy because he
had spelled it this morning on his trip to nursery
school.
He grabbed Miss Wilbur's dress when she
opened the door for him and he told her all about
his trip and all the animals he had to fight to get
to the nursery school. He said his mother made
him go alone so he would get lost and would have
to spell his name to people to get home. He didn't
get lost he told Miss Wilbur. I remembered
real hard and when I came to the ladies house
with the cat I turned and came to the nursery
school street. I'm a good boy ain't I — aren't I ?
He wanted to tell the kids about his trip and he
did too. All about the lions and the tigers and
the three bears and how brave he was. Jimmy
didn't believe him so he socked him. He did
fight lions and tigers and all three bears or may
be seven hundred, so there now too. Didn't I
Miss Wilbur? Jimmy said I didn't fight animals
because he said there ain't — aren't any animals
in my block. Miss Wilbur said Jimmy was right
but Bobby was a brave boy anyway because he
walked all the way from his house to the nursery
school all alone because his mother went to her
work early and couldn't take Bobby to school.
Bobby hoped his mother would help him next
time even if he was brave and even if she did
make him walk too fast. His daddy never made
OCTOBER, 1941

him walk too fast but his daddy was on a trip. He
remembered when the policeman came to take
daddy on his trip in the policeman's car. Daddy
didn't have a car. Mother didn't go because she
had to go every morning to her work and some
times in the night. Anyway she had to pull his
ear when he was bad and take him to nursery
school most of the time, when she didn't go to
her work early.
Bobby liked nursery school whole lots. He
liked Miss Wilbur and he liked the orange juice
she gave him every morning. His mother made
him drink coffee. It tasted bad and hot. He
loved it out on the play yard and explored every
day. Today he thought he'd pick leaves off the
big tree in the corner with the branches real low.
He didn't like the sand box much anyway and
Jimmy was there. He was mad at Jimmy. He
did so fight lions when he came to nursery school
this morning. Now he dragged a big wooden box
over to the big tree and fixed it so he could pick
leaves better. The higher leaves were better be
cause why would they be higher if they weren't
better? He reached up as high as he could and
then stretched some more and picked a great big
leaf. He thought it was the prettiest leaf he ever
saw. He wondered if he took it home to his
mother she would talk soft to him and let him
play with her nose and pretty long hair and may
be tell him when his daddy would come home or
tell him a story. Miss Wilbur told him stories.
He liked Miss Wilbur. He guessed he loved Miss
Wilbur. He wondered if Miss Wilbur would
trade with his mother and then he could have her
for a mother and it would be swell. He loved his
mother he guessed, all children should love their
mother. Maybe if Miss Wilbur could be his
mother once in a while that would be all right.
He ran right away to show his pretty leaf to Miss
Wilbur. It was so pretty. The prettiest leaf in the
whole world, isn't it Miss Wilbur.? He tried to
put his arms all the way around Miss Wilbur and
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squeeze her. She was sitting on the bench by the
sand pile and he jumped in her lap and reached
for her pretty nose and she laughed and Bobby
laughed and felt good. She squeezed him. Tight.
Real tight. He jumped down and ran back to the
tree. I'll get whole pack of leaves he yelled.
About forty million. The prettiest in the whole
world. — Something fell off one great big old
daddy leaf and it stuck on his sleeve. He looked
at it real hard. He thought it was a worm. It
was a with-fur-worm. It was red or brown he
wasn't sure which and black. It wasn't wet like
the ones in the dirt and it was short and fat. He
looked real hard and reached for it. He grabbed
it and squeezed real tight because it wriggled and
he was afraid it would go away. He ran to Miss
Wilbur. The prettiest worm in the world he said
and put his real tight fist high in the air for her
to see. He didn't open his fist when she asked
him too. He wanted her to see it but the worm
wriggled and might go away but he didn't hold
so tight as before. She opened his hand and told
him it was nice but he should take it back and
get it later when he finished his lunch and had a
nap. He looked at it. It didn't wriggle any more
and he guessed it was tired. It was so pretty.
He was afraid it would wriggle again and go
away if he put it back. He'd put it away he said.
In his pocket he'd put it away until after his nap
and his lunch. Then he'd take it out. No Miss
Wilbur said. It would be better for the worm
outside. It would be too hot in his pocket for
such a furry worm. He walked away but he did
n't want to put it back on the leaf or just put it
down. He would bury it he thought. Yes bury
it. Worms like dirt and it wouldn't be hot. He
dug a hole and covered up the worm and stuck
a big stick on top so he could come right back af
ter his nap.
Bobby liked the lunch always. Today he liked
the prunes, milk, peanut-butter sandwiches and
vegetables best of all. He couldn't ever cut his
food at home and he never got prunes. He liked
prunes to squash on top of his mouth with his
tongue. Just when lunch was almost stopped he
splashed his prunes with his spoon and his shirt
got brown with the juice or red. He didn't know
16
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which. He said damn juice real loud and looked
pleased at Miss Wilbur because grown-ups said
damn juice. He heard his mother. Miss Wilbur
wasn't smiling anymore and told him he was bad
and never to say that again and said he couldn't
wash his dishes with the rest of the children and
must leave the table. He thought he'd cry but hesaid sorry and stuck out his lip and then bit it. He
did cry a little but not very much and he ran to
Miss Wilbur and held on real tight and said he
loved her whole lots much and would never do
it again ever ever ever ever. He said he'd give
her his worm. The furry worm Miss Wilbur and
I'll hunt all over the play yard and never stop till
five hundred and I'll find a whole pack more and
give them all to you. Seven eight nine ten fifty
more.
Bobby waited on his little bed in the big room
of the nursery and wished most of all he could
wash his dish with the other children but anyway
they'd be sorry because they couldn't play with his
worm. The prettiest-in-all-the-world-worm or
even any of the rest he was going to catch and put
in his pocket before they could see. He lay real
still on his bed and even when they all came in he
didn't move or when Miss Wilbur said we'll have
some music now he didn't show glad like he
usually did or even giggle. When the music was
done he didn't pull his ear to try to make more
either. He knew Miss Wilbur put the music on
the machine but it always happened in his ear.
He knew it never made more anyway when he
pulled his ear and now he didn't even want more.
He dreamed of a whole pack of forty thousandfifty furry worms and he took one at a time to his
mother. His mother smiled at him all the time
and put the worms on the very highest shelf and
sold them to a policeman who gave her money so
she didn't have to go to her work early or in the
day or in the night. She just put her nose out for
Bobby to play with and held him on her lap and
told him his daddy loved him and was coming
home soon and told him a story and told him he
was a good boy and didn't pull his ear or make
him drink coffee or anything.
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head and helped him take his blanket off and fold
his little bed. He felt real good and when she
gave him his shower wash he hit the water as hard
as he could and laughed and jumped up and down
and reached as high as he could up into the j
shower rain bath. When he put on his overalls '
he didn't even need help and he jumped up and
down some more and ran and grabbed Jimmy
and hugged him and then jumped some more.
When Bobby's mother came for him he didn't
feel bad. He didn't even cry when she went too
fast. When she got home and he got home she
didn't smile or tell him a story like in the dream
and he looked up on the very highest shelf and
he didn't see any worms and she pulled his ear
when he asked if the policeman came to buy the
worms. She said shut up and that he was crazy
and Bobby didn't understand. He cried. He tried
to jump in her lap and play with her nose like in
the dream and ask for a story but she spanked
him and put him on his bed and he cried. He
cried hard and then soft in his pillow and he
kicked and cried hard in his pillow some more
and wanted to go away many blocks down the
street. Sixty blocks past the street car tracks and
he would on purpose forget his name and be lost
and never come back and his mother would be
sorry but it would be too late. He'd stay there
for ever and ever and ever and never come back
in a million years. He stopped crying. Nope he
wouldn t do that. He wouldn't go way past the
streetcar tracks or even forget his name or any
thing. He'd get up real early before even the
mouse and he'd run all the way to the nursery
and go to his stick and dig up his best worm. The
prettiest worm in all the world. Then he'd run all
the way home and wait when his mother woke
up. He'd give her the worm and tell her he'd get
more. JHe'd give her his pretty furry worm the
prettiest worm of all and everything would be all
right. He pushed on his eyes real hard to make
all the water come out then he gave a big kick
and went to sleep.
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In What Furnace Was My Brain
(Continued from page 14)
"We will pledge allegiance to the flag," he
said.
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United
States of America and to the republic for which
it stands; one nation indivisible with liberty and
justice for all."
A great clatter of banging desks signaled
that the classes were about to begin.
"We shall now have our class in Shakespeare.
Will the eighth grade please come forward. Rob
ert Kuhns will recite the lines from The Mer
chant of Venice beginning with the lines "the
quality of mercy is not strained."
"The quality of mercy is not strained
the
it
quality of mercy is not strained
it
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Harold looked up from his book for the first
time. "It droppeth as the gentle rain from heav
en upon the place beneath: It is twice blest; it
blesseth him that gives and him that takes."
The class turned to stare at Harold. Mr.
Cline's mouth dropped open, his eyes bulged. For
a moment all was quiet.
"Did you ever read Shakespeare, Harold?"
Mr. Cline asked.
"Who is Shakespeare?" Harold said.
Harold was promoted to the second grade two
months later. He was bright, but too bright for
a five year old. He was always doing or saying
something which surprised and frightened Mr.
Cline.
One day in the spring Harold got up from
his seat and started out of the door. School had
taken up only ten minutes before for the after
noon session. Mr. Cline called to him. Harold
stopped and gave a scornful glance to the teacher.
"I can't stay here today. My spirit won't allow
it. I must go into the hills."
Mr. Cline let Harold go.
At home Harold was one obedient child. He
did all he was told to do. He liked to sit and
watch his brother argue and fight over everything
( Continued on page 22)
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The Night Paddy Murphy Died
(Continued from page 10)
was shell dust on the little ridge where the pane
was fitted into the door, and a fingerprint near the
center. She put her hand forward to fit her finger
into the print, the door moved away, she thought
of doors that opened by themselves, felt fright
ened, then the funny little girl who had one
shoulder that was lower than the other was standing in front of her, smiling. Mrs. Edgars heard
her say in the same low spinning-sound voice,
"Good afternoon . . . this is the school of the
Sisters of the Sacred Heart," and she heard her
own footsteps, then Margaret's, and the door
closing. In the hall it seemed the same. The old
silence was still there.
The little girl went past her and disappeared
into the dark down the hall and Margaret tiptoed
exaggeratedly across to a room at the left and
went inside. Mrs. Edgars stood for a while in
the faint light that came through the frosted
door-pane. She just could see the bottom of the
staircase through the shadows. A long way back
past the staircase, back into the end of the hall,
there was a tiny gleam of light that must have
come through a keyhole. She hadn't noticed it
last week. She looked back at the bottom of the
(Continued on page 28)
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In What Furnace Was My Brain
(Continued from page 19)
that came up. Sometimes he would laugh, but
not much, and always too loud.
His friend was Ann Oyer. Ann lived about
a half mile down the road. They were about the
same age. One day when Harold was nine, he
went down to see Ann. Their favorite game was
"The River Calls." They had made it up them
selves. Ann sat under the big sycamore beside
the river near their house and let Harold bring
her leaves, and berries, and flowers. And then he
would tell her of her beauty and how she would
be queen and he would be the greatest man in
the world someday. It would be just like fairyland, they thought.
"Do they wear clothes in fairyland, Harold?"
asked Ann as she sat under the sycamore, with her
lap full of flowers.
"I don't know, Ann. Maybe they do. Maybe
they don't. I can't remember what they did in
my dreams."
"Let's take them off then," said Ann.
They took off their clothes and stood staring
at each other. Harold started toward Ann.
"You look like Venus, Ann. Like Venus as she
came out of the sea, her hair hanging around her
beautiful body. You are white and you are
graceful. You stand like her, you look like her J
I want to touch you, Ann."
Ann snatched her clothes and ran away. Har
old stood there. He finally picked up his clothes;
and went home.
Harold entered the fifth grade when he was
nine years old. That year his marks went down.
He was reported several times for bothering the
girls. Mr. Cline was no longer there. It was a
Mr. Hurd. He gave Harold two lickings in the
first three months.
One day in the winter Harold had burst out
in a loud voice. He began to read lines from a
poetry book.
"O Rose thou art sick! The invisible worm
That flies in the night In the howling storm Has
found out they bed Of crimson joy And his dark
secret love Does thy life destroy."
HIKA for

Mr. Hurd ran down from his platform and
grabbed Harold. He shook him hard for two or
three minutes. Then he set him down in his seat.
Harold did not return to school for the after
noon session. Three days later a letter from his
aunt in Hillsboro came, saying that he was at her
house. Elsie and Bart agreed to let him stay there
until summer.
Harold spent all his spare time in Hillsboro
in the public library. The librarians often joked
about his reading such big books.
"What are you reading, little man?" one of
them asked.
"Of my friends, the great people in history. Of
the theater, of London, Paris, Moscow. They are
all my home. I have my work to do. My career is
important. You are unimportant."
"You're crazy," the librarian said.
"Get away before I kick you in the stomach,"
Harold shouted.
Harold returned to his home in the hills. He
was beginning to embarrass his aunt.
Harold went to high school in the town.
When he was sixteen he was ready to graduate.
Harold hadn't thought very much about himself.
About three weeks before graduation Harold
had a fit. He had come home from school and
gone to his room. His room had a little table in
it for a desk. There were a few books around.
Harold had always wanted books, but nobody had
any money to buy them. He sat there that day
reading plays of Ben Jonson. He had been in his
room about an hour when he suddenly jumped up
and burst out of the room.
"I've got a job, Mother, prompting and re
writing the plays for the theater," he screamed
with a wild look in his eyes.
"What's the matter, son?" Elsie asked.
I tell you I'm going to work for the theater
in London, "he answered. "This is my big chance.
This is the thing I have been waiting for."
Bart came in from the other room. He looked
at Harold, took hold of his shoulders and made
him sit down.
"Calm down, son. Take it easy."
The summer after Harold graduated from
high school, he got a job in the library in LynchOCTOBER, 1941
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burg. He had a lot of spare time and read every
thing that he could. He went through the com
plete works of Shakespeare in a week. It seemed
he knew the play before he had got past the first
two pages. It all looked so familiar.
He also became interested in reading the
classics. The Republic fascinated him for hours.
There was one part that had shocked him when he
first read it. He read it over every day.
"Er was slain in battle, and ten days after
wards ,when the bodies of the dead were taken up
already in a state of corruption, his body was
found unaffected by decay, and carried home to
be buried. And on the twelfth day, as he was
lying on the funeral pile, he returned to life and
told them what he had seen in the other world."
Harold skipped through the next page. He
knew it by heart. Then he came to the section
that always strangely excited him.
"Now when the spirits which were in the
meadow had tarried seven days, on the eighth
they were obliged to proceed on their journey.
They then came to a place where there was much
light. When Er and the spirits arrived, their
duty was to go at once to Lachesis; but first of all
there came a prophet who arranged them in order;
then he took from Lachesis lots and samples of
lives, and having mounted a high pulpit spoke as
follows: "Hear the word of Lachesis, the daughter
of Necessity. Mortal souls, behold a new cycle
of life and morality. Your genius will not be
allotted to you, but you will choose your genius;
and let him who draws the first lot have the first
choice, and the life which he chooses shall be his
destiny. Virtue is free, and as a man honors or
dishonors her he will have more or less of her;
the responsibility is with the chooser — God is
justified.' "
Harold felt something burning behind his
eyes. He finally got up and went to his rooming
house. He walked up the stairs to his room. He
looked around the walls blankly and at last
walked over to his dresser. He opened his dresser
drawer and pulled out a quart of light-brown
whiskey. Then he sat down in his chair and be
gan to drink steadily. He sat looking at a spot
on the floor for a long time.
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Suddenly he leaped up from his chair and
flung the empty bottle through the window. It
crashed on the cement below. Harold staggered
to the dresser and drew a gun out of the drawer.
He tore open the door of his room and lurched
onto the landing. Starting down the stairs he tore
half the banister off. He was shouting wildly and
swinging the gun above his head.
"So you did this to me, you dirty bastard. Set
me down in the hills. By God, I'll show you. I'll
get back. God damn you."
He went crashing down the front steps of the
house and fell onto the cement walk. He crawled
along the walk trying to pull himself to his feet.
He reached a fire hydrant and finally managed
to get to his feet. He fired the gun in the air and
fired several shots. Nobody came near him.
Heads watched him from protected windows.
By God, see who gets burned this time. By
God, I'll get you. You bastard."
He went staggering down the street pointing
the gun at doors and windows. He was shouting
wildly. Suddenly he stopped and looked around.
"Blasts and fogs upon thee! the untainted
woundings of a father's curse pierce every sense
about thee! Old fond eyes, beweep this cause
again, I'll pluck ye out, and cast you, with the
waters that you lose, to temper clay. Yea, is it
come to this?"
Harold swallowed painfully. He glanced
around swaying uncertainly on his feet. Without
warning great bursts of laughter came from his
throat. It filled the emptiness of the street like a
rush of poisonous gas. It was a wild, weird
sounding laughter. More like the cry of a mad
animal cutting the silence with the sureness of a
sharp knife.
"God damn you all. Stupid, inane fools."
A car came slowly along the street. Harold
heard the noise, turned and fired a shot as it went
by. It sped up and roared around the corner. He
stumbled and clutched to a light pole. The
streets rang with his wild laughter.
You fools; stupid animals. How can you
lead such dumb, vicious lives without some re
morse? Don't you suffer? I'll make you suffer—
Dirty bastards."
OCTOBER, 1941
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Harold staggered on a few steps, stooping
twice to pick up a stone and throw it through a
window. As he reached for another stone he fell
to the cement. He tried to lift himself up but
rolled back down. He lay there a moment be
fore he vomited violently. He was breathing
heavily — his body jerked spasmodically — his
mouth lay open breathing great mouthfuls of air.
Suddenly he raised his head. With a great effort
he rose to his feet.
"Through me ye enter the abode of woe:
through me to endless sorrow are ye brought:
through me amid the souls accurst ye go. Justice
did first my lofty maker move; By highest wisdom
and by primal love. Ere I was formed, no things
created were, save those eternal — eternal last:
All hope abandon — ye who enter here."
As he staggered along the street several men
sprang from a doorway. Harold turned and saw
them just as the first one reached him. They
closed in. The street filled with people as one
muffled shot mingled with the confusion of the
crowd.
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The Guy on the Ferry
(Continued from page 13)
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one I don't know?"
"Haven't ya got any money. I gotta eat,
damn ya."
He shook his head slowly. "Not a single cent."
"Well — For Christ's sake, why come up here
and waste my workin' time? Get out of here ya
lousy God damned . . . . " tears coming to her
eyes again.
"I'm sorry."
He moved out the door and
down the steps. She followed him.
"Get the hell out, God damn ya, an' if I ever
see ya again I'll take ya for every damn thing ya
got."
They had reached the front door. It was still
open. He stopped at the step, and she came up to
him, speechless with rage. He stood there, look
ing down at her. Then he took her hand in his
and kissed her firmly. When she opened her eyes
he was gone.
She put her fingers to her mouth lightly, left
them there.
When she looked out into the street, the fog
and mist had cleared. The street seemed almost
dry. She looked toward the bridge. He was just
walking out of sight over it, and the sun glowed
morning over the buildings behind it.
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The Night Paddy Murphy Died
(iContinued from page 21)

The Mount Vernon
Coca-Cola
Bottling Company

staircase, thought up it through the dark up to the
third floor, down the hall that smelled of liniment
to a room at the end of the hall where the smell
was strong, inside where Sister Agnesita, old, in
an old voice like a cricket's, was calling one of
the boarding girls by the names of people who
had been lying out in back for twenty years. But
now she was calling the girl "Elizabeth . . . Eliza
beth Rexer . . . Elizabeth" and Mrs. Edgars
thought away and that her mother, who was
Elizabeth Rexer, shouldn't have asked her to go to
see Sister Agnesita when she came last week.
There was a clicking sound and she saw a tall
nun coming toward her out of the dark. A long
rosary hung from her waist, clicking. And as
she followed the nun into the room where Margaret was, some lines of a silly little song that
Margaret sang all the time were running through
her head . . . Respect for Paddy Murphy on the
night that . . . and some ain't sober yet . . . the
night that Paddy died.
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Learning to smoke a pipe is like learning
to play golf: to enjoy learning, to learn
happily, start with really good instru
ments! Golf pros say that makes sense,
and so do pipe smokers. So start happy
pipe smoking on a Kaywoodie: it is made
of the costlier, old imported briar which
produces the sweetest-smoking pipes, the
kind veteran pipe-smokers choose. Then,
take it easy at first: smoke a half-pipeful
a day for a little while. Soon you'll want
to smoke it all of the time.
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Here you see a giant im
ported briar burl cut in cross
section to show the "prime
cut" segment from which
Kaywoodie pipes are made.
Only this prime cut pro
duces pipes with the sweetsmoking qualities of Kay
woodie pipes.

KAYWOODIE COMPANY
New York and London
© 1941, KAYWOODIE CO.
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In New York
630 Fifth Ave.
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Chesterfield is the winning cigarette... they're quick to satisfy with
their right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.
All around you, pack after pack, you'll sec Chesterfields
giving smokers a lot more pleasure. Join in. light "em up,
and you ve got a cigarette to cheer about.
Everywhere you go ...
it's have a Chesterfield
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